
FINNISH FOLK
On Land & Lake

Aino AckU Finnish queen of song, in old national dress. To her
is due the annual festival at Nyslott to foster Finnish music

Photo, Finnish Legation
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/* mwg d/ze tangled debris of the fallen forest is a primitive method
of clearing the ground still in use among the Finnish peasantry

Photo, Apollo
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Finland
The Homeland of a Free & Progressive People

By H. A. Milton

Author and Traveller

THE Finns in several ways resemble
the Scots. To be liked, as a
people, they must be intimately

known. They are independent in
character, brusque in manner. They do
not care whether you like them or
whether you prefer their room to their
company. Most people in Russia who
had Finnish domestic servants spoke ill

of the whole Finnish nation. But the
few who took an interest in their maids
or motor-car drivers, their gardeners
or yard-men, found much to admire
in the Finnish character.

Like the Scots, they are fond of
liberty, they are persevering, they value
education for its own sake, as well as
for the advantages it confers. They
are hospitable, they have a strong
sense of duty, and, if they make a
bargain, they keep it, whatever happens.
They have an instinctive preference

for doing everything " decently and in
order." For the Russians they have a
contempt as well as a dislike, on account
of the slackness and disorder of their

lives. It was always pleasant to go from
Russia into Finland ; even though one
had grown accustomed to Russian ways
and fond of the people, one appreciated
the change from the bad roads, the dirt,

the shabby houses, the general incom-
petence and officialdom which afflicted

Petrograd, to clean, tidy, well-managed
Helsingfors.

Eastern Folk with Western Habits

The people were quite distinct, too.

They do not pull their fur caps down and
turn their coat-collars up, and wear
scarves across their noses, and " pro-
tectors " over their ears. They look
healthy, and they move about briskly,

and they do business like Westerners,
not like Orientals.

It is odd that they should be more
Western in their habits than the

Russians, for they have a good deal of
the Eastern in their ethnological make-
up. They belong to the Finno-Ugrian
race, which includes the Magyars of
Hungary, the Lapps, the Esthonians
and Livonians of the Baltic States, and
a mass of tribes dwelling in Northern
Russia and along the Volga.

Revival of the Finnish Language

Their racial features are high cheek-
bones, pale faces, grey or blue eyes, light
hair, with little of it on their cheeks or
chins, and stature rather below the
average. The language of the Finns has
no relationship with any of the wide-
spread European languages except the
Hungarian language ; it is full of double
vowels and hard consonants. Few
people take the trouble to learn it. Its

appearance is unattractive. Here are
two lines in Finnish from the Finnish
national anthem :

Oi maamme Suomi synnyinmaa,
Soi sana kultainen.

For a long time Finnish was what is

called a " kitchen language." It was
not spoken by the educated Finns.
They spoke Swedish, because the Swedes
had ruled their country for a long time,

and even after the Russians had driven
the Swedes out their influence remained
strong. The Finns hated the Russians,
and refused to learn Russian, and con-
tinued to speak Swedish just to show
their independence. But gradually there
grew up a feeling that it was a shame to
neglect Finnish. The educated Finns had
it taught to their children. Books began
to be published in Finnish. To speak and
write Finnish became a test of patriotic

feeling. Now Swedish is little spoken in

Finland. By determination and per-

severance the language of the country
has been revived. There is more life

in it now than ever there was before.
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STURDY INDEPENDENCE WON BY LABORIOUS DAYS
Life is hard for the Finnish peasantry, largely because the climatic conditions compel them to pack
so much labour into the six months, from May to October, when their land and water are not ice-
bound. This man earns his modest living as a boatman, using the little craft of local construction,
and as a fisherman, catching salmon and salmon trout, freshwater herrings, perch, pike, and eel pout

Photo, E. Young

what the people themselves call the

country. Finland is the Swedish name.)

It was particularly hard upon the

Finns to be robbed of their right to

govern themselves, for they have always

been progressive in their political ideas.

Finland, for example, was the first

country to give women the vote. They
have not depended for their art and
philosophy and literature so much upon
the Germans as their neighbours and
former masters, the Swedes. The fact

of their country being so long a battle-

ground between Russia and Sweden
intensified the Finnish national character

and drove them in upon themselves.

At last they are freed from their long
ordeal of repression, free to develop as

they wish. They succeeded in putting
down quickly the disorder which
followed the revolution. The measures
they took were sane and vigorous. The
Finns do not, like the Russians, shrug
their shoulders when misfortune comes
upon them or danger threatens. They
meet their troubles with energy. They
have no such word in their language
as the Russian " Nitchevo " (meaning
" What does it matter ?

" or " Never
mind ! ").

The honesty of the Finns has become
proverbial. Russians tell of a man who
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WHITE-APRONED SALESWOMEN IN WHITE-WALLED MARKET BOOTHS
In the sunny market-place at Helsingfors the neat white shelters of the seed dealers present a nleasWpicture of fresh neatness. The seeds, for which there is a widespread demand

P
a?e d snlaved "nsmall sacks arranged on low trestle tables. The potential purchaser? a 1; have learned byexperience the value ot money, and do not hesitate to haggle ove? prices they consider 4orbitai
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A STRAIN ON THE STRONGEST TEETH: BREAD ON SALE IN HELSINGFORS
The flat round loaves here displayed for sale are made of rye, the climate being too cold for wheat raisingThe bread is hard when newly-baked, and becomes positively brick-like wheri stale Bakings occuronly at long intervals, so the bread is usually eaten in this condition. Pierced by a hole thfloaves

are strung from the ceiling till required
Photos, E. Young
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FINLAND & THE FINNS

left an umbrella in a Finnish restaurant,

went back a year later, and found it

just where he had left it. Their self-

respect shows itself also in their personal

cleanliness and the neatness of their

houses. Every farm has a " sauna," or

steam bathhouse. Even the poorest

peasants manage to build them. Some-
times, when a young couple build their

house, they begin with the bathhouse,

and live in it until the dwelling is ready.

Inside the sauna large stones are heated,

and water is thrown upon them to make
the steam. This rises in hot clouds and
makes the bathers sweat profusely all

over. Then they soap themselves,

lathering with small birches lightly

applied ; next they pour water over

themselves, and occasionally, to finish

up with, very lusty and tough young
men will run out and roll in the snow.

Every family takes a steam bath once
a week, and enjoys it thoroughly. In

the towns there are public baths,

well - appointed, and always well

patronised.

Comfortable Homes and Wholesome Fare

Outside the towns, the Finnish houses
are mostly built of logs, with wood-tile

roofs and red outside walls. They are

heated by tall, round iron stoves, which
give out a most welcome heat. Arriving

at a Finnish house on a cold winter

evening, with the thermometer register-

ing twenty or thirty degrees Fahrenheit

below freezing-point, one finds not only

the sitting-rooms, but all the bed-rooms
as well, most agreeably warmed by
these stoves.

If you are in a house belonging to a
cultivated Finn, you will find everything

arranged as in more Western country

houses ; the food will be varied and
well cooked. In the small farmhouses

you will get salt fish, dried and salted

meat, plenty of potatoes, rye bread,

and good coffee, of which the Finns
drink almost as much as the Russians
drink tea, the coffee-pot being kept on
the stove and a cup offered, with cakes,

to everyone who comes in. You will get

excellent butter, slightly salted, and
fresh milk to drink.; or, if you like it

better, curdled milk, something like

Devonshire junket—without the Devon-
shire cream.

As one travels through Finland it

seems to be a land of endless fir forests,

lakes, rivers, and marshes, of vast
expanses of uncultivated land. But it

is a country well suited to dairy farming.

Finnish butter is exported in large

quantities. The crops on Finnish farms

will be found, as a rule, to be more rye

than wheat or oats. Rye bread is eaten

in the form of large round biscuits, and
very good it is.

Intelligence Developed by Travel

Fishing is a principal occupation of

the Finns. They are seafaring people

by nature, and they have a tendency to

wander about the world as sailors.

But they generally return to settle down
in their homeland. One comes frequently

across Finns who have been in British

ships, or who have spent some time in

America ; these generally speak English

quite well. It is common to see both
young men and young women in Finland

who look like Americans. They have
the same neatness, the same well-turned-

out look, the same alert bearing and
intelligent eye.

The shops in Finnish towns remind
one often of American shops. The wares
are cleverly displayed. The Finns, too,

who have been to high school and
university, have the same interest in

everything that is being thought and
said and done which characterises the

most active type of American mind.

Modern Culture and Old World Charm

Nowhere can one find towns better pro-

vided with bookshops, or bookshops
better stocked. In places like Abo and
Tamnierfors, foreign books are easy to

come by. In Tornea, which is just

across the Swedish frontier, there are

three bookshops, though it is quite a

small town. An educated Finn can

almost always read English, French,

German, and Swedish, and very likely

speak these languages as well.

Yet so great are the distances, and so

scattered the population that, along

with this entirely modern culture, there

exists also in Finland an old-fashioned
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FISHERMEN AT WORK IN THE HARBOUR OF HELSINGFORS
On the quays of the principal harbour, for Helsirigfors possesses three splendid harbours or fiords,

an artist may find plentiful material for his brush. The scenes are full of animation and colour,

and each figure—be it weather-beaten sailor or comely peasant girl—is striking in its characteristic

bearing. Among the sea-faring folk, the fisherman, in particular, presents an interesting type,

and his geniality is one of his outstanding qualities

who know the Finnish peasant slightly

cannot believe that he can be romantic

and playful. He is both, but he keeps

his romance and his playfulness hidden

deep in his nature, and gruffly pretends

they are not there. This is why the

Finns still sing among themselves

ancient ballads and runes, clasping

hands and going back in memory to the

days of tradition when the men
and women of their sagas loved and

fought and feasted, and when there was

magic in the land. Some of the peasants

believe there is magic still, and stories

are told of strange rites and ceremonies

performed by wise women to this

day. Superstition, too, dictates many
customs. Thus in remote places everyone

says " Good-day to all here " even on

entering an empty cottage, for the
" tomatar " or brownie might be there,

even if no humans were at home, and

if he were offended by a visitor's

impoliteness he would do some harm.

The death-horse is still spoken of ; he

limps round the houses of those who
are to die. Or perhaps they meet the

white hounds, who run by their side just

off the road in the forest, slowing up

when the doomed ones draw rein and

I
quickening their pace when the sleigh-

horse is whipped up.

If you hear a water-kelpie shrieking

from a pool, you must expect mis-

fortune, and should you meet " Hin

Onde," the Evil One, as an old woman
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OBSERVING ANCIENT TRADITION AT A FINNISH WEDDING FEAST
Finnish weddings of bygone days were attended by an extraordinary amount of ceremonial ritual
Civilization has modified these practices, and the professional tear-shedders, or wailers, of Finland arenow practically non-existent. Nevertheless, tradition still holds her own among the peasantry, as whenduring the wedding feast, the veil is ceremoniously lifted from the head of the young bride
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THE "WARM CORNER" OF A FINNISH PEASANT'S COTTAGE HOME
Very few of the old " smoke cottages " are now to be found in the villages of Finland ; they have been
superseded by small houses with chimneys and windows. But the stove still remains the principal
feature of a cottage interior

; monopolising a large portion of the room, it often reaches from floor to
ceiling, and its spacious flat-topped wings afford cosy resting-places to the family

Photos, Apollo
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FINLAND & THE FINNS

of Mankala did one evening in a fiery

sunset, he will almost frighten you to

death with his horns and his hoofs and
his diabolic tail. But there are kind

fairies, too, the Twilight Maiden, for

instance, who, if you call her rightly,

wiU spin a thread of gold to lead

homeward those who have lost their

way .in the woods, or the "little

daughter of the forest with yellow hair

so lovely," who protects the cattle

against bears and wolves.

The educated laugh at superstitions

and chaff the peasants about them,

but they are anxious to keep up the

old games and songs. One of the

famous Finnish national poems may
be read on the pedestal of the statue

to the poet Runeberg on the esplanade

at Helsingfors. It is a battle-song.

The Russians would not allow it to be

sung, as, they said, it caused the.

population to become excited. This

is how it begins :

Sons of a race whose blood was shed
On Narva's field, on Poland's sand ; at

Leipzig ; Lutzen's dark hills under.
Not yet is Finland's manhood dead,

With foeman's blood a field may still be
tinted red.

All rest, all peace, away, begone !

The tempest loosens ; lightnings flash
;

and o'er the field the cannon thunder.
Rank upon rank, march on, march on!

Man Works While There is Light

No country except Scotland, which
is as poor in natural resources as

Finland, and as severe in climate, has

aroused so fierce a patriotism. Nearly
three-quarters of the country is almost
uninhabited, and the population of the

other quarter is sparse. While in

Denmark there are 60 inhabitants on a
given area of land, in Poland 63, in

Germany 80, in Holland 180, and in

Belgium 205, there are in Finland not
more than 25. That proves how un-

fruitful the soil is. Yet the Finns, like

the Scots, flourish on their sterile

holdings. They could not drag a living

out of them without very hard work.

In summer they are busy from earliest

morning not until dark, because it is

not dark until ten or eleven o'clock,

but until they are worn out. They

have to make use of every hour of the

sunny, warm weather. In winter there

is not so much to do. The country is

covered with snow from November,
sometimes from October, until April.

Daylight does not really begin until

nine o'clock, and night begins to chase

it away about three in the afternoon.

The only way to get about freely is

either in sleighs or on skis. Walking is

only possible where roads have been

trodden well down and when the frost

keeps them hard.

Temperance of the Finnish People

In spite of their cold, raw, winter

climate, the Finns drink little intoxica-

ting liquor. For many years the sale of

alcohol was forbidden in country dis-

tricts, and its export into Finland was
not allowed, even in small quantities.

With rare wisdom the governing men
of Finland set themselves to prove to

the nation that alcohol was bad for it,

while light beer did people no harm.
In 1870 there were sixty distillers of

alcohol in Finland. By the end of the

century the number had diminished by
half. The number of brewers, on the

other hand, doubled. Very rarely is a

drunken man seen, and no one is known
to have ever seen that terrible sight

—a drunken woman. A Prohibition

law was put in force in 1919.

To its women Finland owes much of

its quick advance in civilization. Not
only politically, but economically, they

have a better position than the women
of any other country. All professions

are open to them, excepting the Church
and the Army.

Real Equality of the Sexes

There are women lawyers in ah towns
(though none have yet been judges)

;

there are women architects, women
government servants, women bank
cashiers. It is held in Finland that

every girl ought to be brought up to

earn her own living. " Every citizen's

first duty is to support himself or

herself, to work for his own bread, and
not live idle at the expense of his

kindred, be they alive or dead. Hardly
one of our women would be content to
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WHERE SPIRITUAL AND BODILY NEEDS MAY FIND SATISFACTION

of the cathedral is a water market, and here a leisurely trade is carried on from the small boats wMchpartially covered with sails slung tentwise over the lowered masts, are excellent substitutes for staUs
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EQUAL RIGHTS ENTAIL EQUAL DUTIES IN FINLAND
Women have shared men's responsibilities and men's privileges in Finland for many years, exercising
the vote, representing constituencies in Parliament, and performing many such civic duties as police
work. Here, in Helsingfors, a man and a woman are working together as scavengers, sweeping the
streets with besoms ot birch twigs that are another illustration of the use of the products of the forest

Photo, E. Young
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FINLAND & THE FINNS
story-telling, to read and to understand
what they read, to write and to express
themselves clearly in writing, to do
simple sums, to do simple gymnastics
and other exercises, to swim, to take
care of their bodies and keep them in

health, to know the way about their

country and to understand something
about its " natural history," to under-

stand the use of a vote, by means of

lessons in history and citizenship.

Girls are taught, in addition, to sew
and cook and take care of babies and
sick people. Boys learn to carpenter

and to box. If there is a better

elementary school course than that, it

is not yet generally known. The
Finnish schools, too, are in themselves
educative in the finest sense. They
are light, airy, spacious, pleasantly

furnished, with pictures on the walls.

The classes are of manageable size,

and the teachers are allowed plenty of

scope for individual methods of teaching.

Alert Intelligence in Remote Districts

The consequence is that even the

peasants who live in the " back blocks
"

have some ideal and information, and
follow public affairs with some interest.

When petitions were being taken round
for signature against Russia's attempt
to rob the Finns of their rights,

a messenger was sent on skis to the

more northerly wilds to arouse the

peasants of Kittila to a sense of the

country's danger. He found that they

were aware of it alreadyand eager to do
something by way of protest. How
far from the centre of active life they
dwelt was illustrated by the journey
which the messenger had to take.

After leaving the railway he had to

travel one hundred and fifty miles by
sleigh, thirty miles on horseback, and
a hundred miles on ski before he reached
the village for which he was bound.
Yet when he got there he had no
difficulty in getting all the men of the

district to come in and sign the petition.

In winter, when there is not a great

deal of work to be done, schools are

opened for working men and women of

all ages over eighteen. For about

thirty shillings a month anyone who is

really a manual worker can get board,
lodging, and instruction, both technical
and literary. Handicrafts are taught,
and by means chiefly of conversation
classes, history, elementary science and
philosophy, health-lore and folk-lore are
studied. Also there is much singing

and dancing. The students sing before

meals and after meals. Each lesson

ends with a song, and in the evening
they sing for hours at a stretch just for

the pleasure of it.

Cooperation through the Centuries

It is a mark of having profited by
education that the people are so ready
to help one another in the true spirit

of cooperation.
" You should stay over to-morrow,"

said a Finnish host to a guest who was
enjoying his hospitality ; "for to-

morrow I have a ' talkoo.'
"

The guest had no idea what a
" talkoo " was, so he explained :

"It is a way we have, which dates
back to the Middle Ages, and probably
farther. It is a practical illustration of

the English proverb, ' One good turn
deserves another.' I have some repairs

to do to my stables. Some thirty of my
neighbours will come here to-morrow
and help me with these repairs. I shall

set out good meals for them, and in the
evening, after supper, the young people
wiU take the opportunity of coming
together and dance. Next week I am
going to help, a friend who will be getting

in his harvest with the same assistance.

It is a capital plan every way, for it

prevents jobs from hanging about.
With so many willing helpers we can
often get done in a day what would take
a week or two if each worked by himself
with only his own people."

Fortunes in Forests and Falls

There are about three million Finns
in Finland. Yet the exports amount
to ten million pounds a year. Over
three pounds' worth of exports
per head of the population of a
small and poor country is a high
average. Sixty per cent, of them consist

of timber. The forests of Finland,

which, except for a short while in
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CRAFT WHICH, THOUGH SMALL, ALONE DARES SHOOT THE RAPIDS
Shooting rapids is an exhilarating adventure for which Finland provides several famous opportunities.
From June to September many tourists visit the lake district of the Finnish uplands, whose waters
find outlet into the Gulf of Finland through the river Kymmene. The Mankala Rapids run through
fine scenery from Mankala to Perolahti, about six miles of violent rapids shot in rowing-boats in

about a quarter of an hour

,

F ERRYING WARES TO MARKET ON A FINNISH LAKE
A boat is one of the chief treasures of the country-man, for in Finland life is lived almost as much on
water as on land. Ofttimes a procession of boats bearing a merry wedding-party is seen on the lakes,

almost daily the market-women are afloat, and sometimes a mournful cortege, in the foremost boat a

cohin, slowly glides over the quiet waters
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FINLAND & THE FINNS

export of paper from an
insignificant amount to

man}-* thousands of tons

a year. There were two
pulp mills in 1865. Now
there are between forty

and fifty. In Finland it

is as profitable to possess

a waterfall as it is in South
Africa to discover a gold-

mine on one's land.

Yet the finest fall in

Finland has not been

harnessed. It brings in

more money as a "sight"

than it ever could as an
industrial proposition.

Both in the beauty of

its scenery and in the

enormous amount of

water which rushes down
a dark, narrow gorge

formed by precipitous

cliffs, Imatra is unsur-

passed. Every visitor to

Finland goes there as a

matter of course, just as

you go to Pompeii if you
are in Naples or to the

Kremlin when you travel

through Russia. There is

a good hotel where the

food is European, and
guests wear dinner-jackets

and dancing-frocks. When
you tire of dancing or

playing bridge you can
wander away and listen to

Finnish singers accompanying them-
selves on the national instrument, the
" kantele," a kind of zither. There is

some relationship between the music of

the Finns and that of their blood-

relatives, the Magyars of Hungary. It

is either plaintive or wild, and the

kantele goes very well with it.

The best musicians are the people of

the north and east, the Karelians. The
south and west are inhabited chiefly

by another branch of the Finn nation

called the Tavastlanders. The two
have much, of course, in common, but
in many things they are unlike. Here
is an explanation which a Finn gave to a

traveller of the differences between them

:

::«

liijiH

«iJ!

ON THE PLAYING-GROUNDS OF FINLAND
The Finnish peasant, a homely, intelligent person, is not lacking
in amusements for his hours of leisure, and full-bearded, middle-
aged rustics participate in the popular games with all the ardour

and zest of youth
Photo, Apollo

" Although both are Finlanders in

the true sense of the word, the manners,
customs, and even the appearance of

these two races differ almost as much
as those of the people of France and
Germany. The Karelian may, indeed,

be called the Frenchman, and the

Tavastlander the Teuton of Finland.

In Karelia, pleasure, music, and art are

regarded as being of more importance
than the more serious and practical

walks of life. Our greatest poets and
composers come from Karelia, where
the women are famed for their beauty,

and the men are quick-witted, light-

hearted, and totally different from the
Tavastlanders, who often appear dull
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WHEN ALL THE WORLD IS YOUNG
On the happy, vivacious countenance of this Finnish peasant maid one may read the exultation of

healthy youth. Like some blithe spirit she flits through the woods, her voice ringing out now and
then in unpremeditated song. Work and play come alike to her, but she is never so happy as when,

her tasks performed, she may roam the countryside at her will
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FINLAND'S STORY

proved abortive, but it

foreshadowed the constitu-

tional movement, and pre-

pared the way for the great

event at the beginning of

the nineteenth century.

In 1808, seizing a

favourable opportunity
during the Napoleonic
Wars, the Russians invaded
Finland. The Swedes were
caught unprepared and
were unable to send rein-

forcements. Sveaborg, the

great naval fortress, sur-

rendered without a blow.

For some months General
Aldercreutz, retreating

northwards with a small

force, maintained a gallant

struggle against over-

whelming odds, the roman-
tic episodes of which form
the theme of " Ensign
Stal's Tales," the most
popular of the works of

Runeberg, the national

poet of Finland. The Tsar,

Alexander I., resolved to

hold out his hand to the
Finnish National move-
ment which had manifested
itself in the war of 1788-90.
Without waiting for the

end of hostilities with
Sweden, he convened a

meeting of the Finnish

Diet at Borga, in March,
1 809, and with this Diet he
entered into an agreement
for the Union of Finland
and Russia on the basis

that the Finnish constitu-

tion should be preserved
and guaranteed. Six
months later Sweden
recognized the fait accompli by the treaty

of Fredrikshamn, whereby she surrendered

all her rights in Finland to Russia.

Finland, therefore, was united to Russia
not by right of conquest, but by an Act of

Union carried out in constitutional

manner. In the century of marvellous
growth and development which followed,

this remained the sheet anchor of Finnish

nationalism. There were times when
Russian autocrats sought to abrogate the

rights of independence guaranteed by
this Act of Union ; but all sections of

public opinion in Finland immediately
combined in defence of their liberties with

a solidarity against which coercion was
futile. Each of these waves of coercion

ended in a fuller recognition of Finnish

constitutional rights.

In latter years we heard much of

Russian oppression, especially under the

harsh and brutal regime of Governor-

THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND

General Bobrikoff, who was assassinated

in 1904, and during the period of much
more subtle constitutional aggression

which commenced in 1910 and lasted up
to the Great War. But it should never be

forgotten that, in spite of these lamentable

episodes, it was the union with Russia

which gave Finland the opportunity of

growing to the full stature of nationhood.

In 1809 the population of Finland was
less than a million. There was no literature

in the language spoken by seven-eighths

of the people. Swedish was the sole

medium of culture, of learning, and of

government. Fortunately, her destinies

were in the hands of a group of singularly

able patriots and statesmen, who set

themselves deliberately to make out of

this unpromising material a nation with

a literature, an art, and a polity of its own.
The way was pointed out by Ivar

Arvidson in the oft-quoted saying : " We
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A Socialist majority was, for the time

being in control. The position was very

unstable. In January, 191 8, the Finnish

Revolution was inaugurated by the seizure

of Helsingfors by Red Guards, and a

desperate civil war ensued. The Allied

Powers of Europe were unable to intervene

owing to the German blockade of the

Baltic. The Finnish Government appealed

to Sweden for help, but Sweden was

afraid of being dragged into the Great

War.
There was but one Power from which

help could be obtained, and that was

Germany. A German force was landed to

cooperate with General Mannerheim, who
led the Finnish Government forces, and

the combined armies, having regained

Tammerfors and Helsingfors, gradually

drove the Red Army back to Russia. In

June, 1918, a new Diet was convened,

from which all Revolutionaries were

excluded. It was resolved to adopt the

monarchical instead of the republican form

of government, and the Finnish crown

was offered to a German prince. This

was the price for German aid.

The collapse of Germany and the victory

of the Allies in November, 1918, once

more altered the situation. No more was

heard of the German prince or of a

monarchy. Finland remains a republic,

and her independence is recognized by

the Great Powers.
A grave dispute with Sweden arose

over the possession of the Aaland Islands,

which have always been Finnish territory,

but which Sweden has always regarded as

of vital strategic importance to herself.

This matter was referred to the League of

Nations and has now been settled by a

recognition of Finnish sovereignty with

certain restrictions on the military use of

the islands. With Russia on one side and

Sweden on the other, and with many inter-

nal problems of her own, Finland has still

many difficulties to encounter, but a nation

which has proved its capacity to produce

so many great leaders can look forward

to the future, without undue anxiety.

FINLAND: FACTS AND FIGURES

The Country
Consists of plateau in North Europe, with

indented lowlands round Baltic coastline 01

1 000 miles. In the south are thousands ot

shallow lakes ;
in the north, known as Lapland,

are heights of over 3,000 feet. Largest lakes :

Inari (534 square miles), Saima (502), Paijane

(429), Tjleatrask (387). Lake Ladoga (7,000) is

half Russian and half Finnish. Numerous short

rivers, broken by rapids, navigable m stretches,

used for floating timber. Rivers and lakes

frozen December to May. Rainfall heavy, but

little snow. Winter ports Abo, Hango, and

Helsingfors. Large coniferous forests. Reindeer,

bear wolf, and lynx found wild; mosquitoes

prevalent. Coast fringed with islands, including

the Aaland area, 149,586 square miles. Popu-

lation about 3,367,550, ninety per cent, turns,

Tavastlanders or Karelians, about nine per cent.

Swedes with a few thousand Laplanders.

Language Finnish, but Swedish understood in

large towns.

Government
Republic (Suomen Tasavalta), proclaimed

December, 1917, recognized by Powers, and under

constitution of July, 1919. President elected for

six years, and House of Representatives of 200

members for three. Sixteen electoral districts

with proportional representation. Universal

suffrage at age of twenty-four.

Defence
Service in army universal, and compulsory

between ages of seventeen and forty-five. Volun-

tary Civic Protective Guards distributed in

twenty-one districts, total over 100 000.

Personnel of navy for coastal defence, about

1 170 officers and men; vessels include four

light cruisers, three torpedo boats, and one mine

boat. Coast artillery, about 2,440 officers and

men.

Commerce and Industries

Chief industry lumber, occupying about

20000 workers, more than half country being

covered with pine forests. There are 284,188

farms, but only about 8.5 per cent, of land cul-

tivated. Over 80,000 engaged in factories.

Exports in 1921 (timber, pulp, paper, horses,

meats, hides, leather, gums, resins, tar, matches),

3 385 700,000 Finnish marks, or about/, 1 34,000,000

(mark=9id.) ; imports, 1921 (cereals, coffee, tea,

sugar, textiles, leather, oils and fats, machinery,

metals, and spinning materials), 3,583,000,000

Finnish marks, or about £142,000,000, reckoning

the mark at gjd.

Communications

Railway mileage, 2,685, largely State-owned.

Lakes connected with each other and with Gull of

Finland bv canals. Telegraphs (about 10,500

miles of wires) and telephones (3,230 mdes ot

wires) owned by State.

5,900 popu-
Tammerfors

Chief Towns
Helsingfors (Helsinki), about

lation; Abo (Turku), 59,°oo

(Tampere), 46,800; Viborg (Vupun), 30,000;

Vasa (Vaasa), 24,480; Uleaborg (Oulu), 21,200;

Kuopio, 18,140; Bjorneborg (Pon), 17,000;

Kotka, 11,560.

Religion and Instruction

National Church, Evangelical Lutheran, with

four bishoprics. Liberty of conscience guaranteed.

Lutherans, about 3,270,000; Greek Catholics

(with archbishop) and Raskolmcs, 57,ooo ;
Roman

Catholics, Baptists, and other denominations, about

10 000 Three universities (a State university

atHelsingfors, a Finnish and a Swedish university

at Abo one technical high school, two commercial

high schools, eighty-one lyceums, forty-two

middle schools, twenty-three colleges for girls

eight training colleges for elementary school

teachers, forty-two high schools for the people,

3640 higher elementary schools, 1,260 lower

elementary schools, 1,540 infant schools m
addition to other educational facilities for study

of arts and crafts, agriculture, etc.
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